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 We have been in business since 2001, we have worked hard to become one of the top manufacturers of Audio, Digital, HD and
HD-VCR Camcorders in the world. Now, we want to introduce our most unique product to the world and capture your moments
the way you want to be remembered. We call it Eyetoy. Eyetoy Usb Camera Camera with SD Card. Get a HD camcorder with
built-in SD card. Chose from several color models, including white, black and neon color. It comes with Lens cover so you will

never worry about your lens. Consisting of high quality components, including large CCD sensor, HD 2.7 inch widescreen
display and a high-sensitivity microphone. We would like to know how many times have you captured your life moments or the
moments you shared with others. To record your life as it unfolds, we offer you an easy and exciting way to live your life in full

HD and MP3 with our eye to camera camcorder. With the world's first wireless HD camcorder, Eyetoy, capturing your
moments in high-definition has never been easier. Record clear, vivid videos with our camera. It can easily record full-length

movies in the MP3 format, which you can later view, download, or send to anyone. It records movies and pictures with a
resolution of 1280x720 and 724x576. The recording function can also be used to record sound. If you are ready to make your
life look beautiful with HD, Eyetoy is the right choice for you. It's small, portable, and comes with everything you need. Save

your life moments as memories with the Eyetoy, the world's first wireless HD camcorder. Record at Full HD, 1280x720,
724x576, MP3, Windows Media Format. Is Eyetoy Camera compatible with all Windows OS? yes. Did Eyetoy camera work on
Windows 8.1? Yes, Eyetoy camera is compatible with Windows 8.1. How to Update Drivers for Eyetoy Camcorder? is Eyetoy
camera is Driver for USB? yes. How can I update the driver? Just follow the instruction of installation. How to update Eyetoy

USB Camera Driver? 1. Download the latest driver (They are available below) and 520fdb1ae7
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